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Abstract— This article gives an overview of the current
approaches under standardization for the implementation of
scalable multicast VPN service over an IP-MPLS multiservice
network. These techniques are based on the aggregation of traffic
with different granularities to deal with the state vs bandwidth
trade-off. A simple method to explore this trade-off with a
reduced set of network and customer parameters is proposed. It
provides an estimate of the proportion of shared trees required
to serve a given number of VPNs.

I. INTRODUCTION

MPLS (Multiprotocol Label Switching) has revolutionized
the Service Providers (SP) networks in the last years as the
technology that enables the effective multi-service exploita-
tion of a packet network, with all the connection-oriented
carrier-grade requirements that operators only found in more
expensive technologies such as ATM (Asynchronous Transfer
Mode). The main short-term service drivers for this technolog-
ical move is, on the one hand, the ability to transport regular
TCP/IP traffic and IP Telephony, Layer-3 and Layer-2 VPNs,
in a scalable isolated and QoS-enabled way. On the other
hand, the convergence and compatibility with connection-
oriented Frame Relay and ATM networks (recently the ATM
Forum merged into the MPLS and FR Alliance (MFA)), with
Optical Networks (through Generalized MPLS ) and with any
layer-2 technology, makes it possible to amortize previous
investments. Consequently, there is a dual full service and
network convergence motivation in this revolution that is
causing SPs to install MPLS at the core and at the edge.

One of the most important challenges ahead in the evolution
of MPLS multi-service backbones is the Multicast Service.
Although the implementation of the IP Multicast service
has evolved a lot since its conception in the early 80s, the
existence of less-scalable yet safer unicast-based alternatives
such as Application Layer Multicasting, has hindered the
global deployment and availability of this service to all Internet
users. It is logical that SP managers are not willing to make
available a service that is difficult to manage a single end-user
application can dynamically set thousands of new multicast
forwarding entries at core routers, for usually heavy UDP
flows that are replicated to multiple ports and that has a
workaround. However, most multi-service SPs have deployed
the Multicast service in a controlled way usually transparent

to the end-users, in order to take advantage of its efficiency in
the delivery of high-speed multipoint streams. An example of
this is triple-play providers [1] that deliver TV-channels over
IP Multicast to their ADSL set-top boxes; frequently, the last
hop is delivered over IP unicast from a multimedia relay at
the SP PoP. This service can be easily delivered by IP/MPLS
over a single p2mp LSP from a Content Delivery root to the
relays (usually with caching capabilities for VoD) or straight
to the subscribers.

But this is not the only service worth the cost of Multi-
cast deployment and management by SPs; the MPLS-based
VPN service is getting momentum, and also the trend to
use corporative high-quality IP multipoint videoconferencing,
streaming, multimedia news or bulk file/disk replication over
the companies PCs. The challenge is much bigger in the VPN
context for two main reasons: the multipoint-to-multipoint
requirement and the hard trade-off between network state and
bandwidth utilization, stressed by the fact that the backbone
must support an overlay of isolated virtually private multi-
cast trees. Moreover, even if the IP Multicast service is not
required, the ethernet multicast and broadcast emulation is
needed in the case of the multi-site layer-2 VPN. This is the
context where p2mp LSP may save a lot of bandwidth for the
SP; and the saving must be justified by the increase of forward-
ing entries in core routers. As we shall review, experts have
surrendered to the evidence that only intelligent aggregation
of multiple VPNs into the same multicast/broadcast tree can
yield important bandwidth savings at a reasonable cost. How
this partition and allocation of VPNs to trees should be made
is an open research issue, given the diversity of topologies,
traffic and sites of different VPNs. On the other hand, high-
rate flows may justify the set up of group membership-aware
multicast trees to eliminate traffic in nodes not leading to group
receivers. In this paper an overview of the problem and of
the techniques being developed at IETF to bundle and share
multipoint LSPs in a scalable way is presented. Then we re-
explore the range of values where the classical trade-off state-
bandwidth moves under a given set of assumptions modelling
this particular multicast VPN context.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
explains how Point-to-Multipoint trees can be supported in
MPLS and the requisites to their provisioning. Section III



Fig. 1. Scenario

presents the problem of how to bundle and share multipoint
LSPs in a scalable way and the techniques being developed
in IETF for this purpose. In Section IV is described the
challenges in GMPLS related with Multicast Traffic, which
is closed relationed with the VPN services. Section V ex-
plores the range of values where the classical trade-off state-
bandwidth moves under a set of assumptions modelling this
particular multicast VPN context. Section VI concludes the
paper.

II. POINT-TO-MULTIPOINT MPLS LSPS

There are some requirements that must be supported to
allow the construction of Point-to-Multipoint trees in a MPLS
network. These requirements are defined in [2], a summary of
them is the following:

• Point-to-Multipoint dedicated signaling: Actually, only
the signaling for Point-to-Point paths is standardized, so
it is necessary the definition of the needed signaling to
build Point-to-Multipoint trees.

• Point-to-Multipoint explicit routing: Explicit routing is
necessary to allocate trees in an optimized manner using
Traffic Engineering (TE) techniques because this is one
of the main issues of MPLS.

• Dynamic allocation of branches: The construction of a
Multicast tree will require several signaling procedures.
Thus, if a change is made in the tree, it would be useful
not to reconstruct the complete tree, but to be able to add
or remove the needed branches.

• Point-to-Multipoint MPLS label allocation: Point-to-
Multipoint trees must use the same label address scheme
that traditional labels used in Point-to-Point LSPs. Back-
wards compatibility is needed and the interface to ex-
change the labels must be the same to avoid more
complexity in the infrastructure.

• Multiple entries allocation for Forwarding Equiva-
lence Classes (FEC)s: In the branches of a multicast tree,
the traffic must be copied to the corresponding outgoing
interfaces. Thus, the needed outgoing interfaces must be
allocated in a single FEC with their correspondent labels.

Fig. 2. Point-to-Multipoint Signaling with LDP

Taking in consideration all the previous points, in the
following we describe how Point-to-Multipoint connections
can be built with an extension of the existing protocols to
distribute labels in MPLS: LDP and RSVP-TE.

A. Point-To-Multipoint Trees in MPLS using LDP

A solution for the construction of Point-to-Multipoint trees
using LDP is being studied in [3]. Basically, the leaves can
send signaling to the root through the shortest path according
to their routing tables. This action can be performed if the
leaves know the IP address of the root and the identifier of
the Point-to-Multipoint tree; this last field is necessary because
a router can be the root of several Point-to-Multipoint trees in
the network.

The procedure to construct the Point-to-Multipoint tree
is illustrated in Fig.2. This figure illustrates a MPLS core
network with several routers interconnected. The root of the
Point-to-Multipoint tree is Router A and the leaves of the tree
are Routers C, E and F. The notation used is P2MP-Addr-Gid-
Lid where P2MP indicates that the message is related with a
Point-to-Multipoint-Tree associated with the identifier of tree
Gid and with the label Lid. The messages are routed taking
into account the shortest path to the addres Addr.

The necessary actions to build the tree are as follows:

1) Each leaf must send a message with the format P2MP-
Addr-Gid to its upstream router. This message is used
to check that the upstream router supports the building
of Point-to-Multipoint trees.

2) The upstream router answers with a message P2MP-
Addr-Gid-Lid. This means that Point-to-Multipoint trees
are supported by it and the label Lid is suggested to
establish the LSP.

3) Finally, the leaf sends a message of type P2MP-Addr-
Gid-Lid where the Lid will be the label to establish the
LSP. This label will be the suggested by the upstream
router if possible.



4) The upstream router creates a FEC entry associated
to the Point-to-Multipoint tree adding all the interfaces
where the Multicast traffic should be replicated and with
the labels associated with each interface.

5) Finally, all the actions must be repeated by the upstream
router with the next upstream router until the root is
reached.

The actions mentioned above are shown in the Fig.2. The
leaves C, E and F send the message P2MP-Addr-Gid and the
upstream routers B and D answer with P2MP-Addr-Gid-Lid.
Finally the leaves accept the proposed labels by the upstream
routers. Once this exchange have finished, the FEC is created
in Routers B and D and they can propagate the information
towards the root. In the figure, router D performs again the
signaling with Router B (its upstream router), but in this case
the label used to the LSP is not the proposed by Router B. To
conclude the construction of the tree, Router B exchange the
signaling with router A and the tree is finally built.

Perhaps, it can be considered that there are many signaling
messages to build the tree. In [4] there is a proposal to modify
the architecture to allow label allocation by the upstream
routers. With this proposal, two messages will be enough to
configure each branch in the Point-to-Multipoint distribution
tree.

B. Point-To-Multipoint Trees in MPLS using RSVP-TE

This section explains how Point-to-Multipoint trees can be
configured in an MPLS network using RSVP-TE, which is
used to support Traffic Enginered LSPs in MPLS Networks.
Because the characteristics of RSVP-TE and the rules for its
design, the way of constructing the Point-to-Multipoint tree is
different to the used with LDP.

Taking into account that RSVP-TE is used for Traffic
Engineering, it is much easier to manage a tree from its root
that from all its leaves. For this reason the tree in RSVP-
TE is built from the root to all its leaves. To perform this
action, a Path Message is used to specify all the branches of
the Point-to-Multipoint tree. The specification to perform these
trees is being developed in [5] and specifies all the necessary
extensions to meet the requirements in [2].

Basically, the branches of the tree are defined by the root;
in other words, the tree is defined explicitly from the root.
The construction of the tree can be based on shortest path
algorithms or in Traffic Engineering rules.

The definition of the tree is based on two new RSVP-TE
objects in addition to other two already used for Point-to-Point
LSPs. Their functions and nomenclature used in the Fig.3 is
the following:

• ERO (Explicit Route Object): This object has the func-
tion of signaling the main branch of a tree or sub-
tree in a Point-to-Multipoint MPLS tree when is used
in a RSVP-TE Path message. This object contains
the path from a node (it could be the root) to the
leaf specifying all the routers participating in the LSP
with the distance from the router sending the object

Fig. 3. Point-to-Multipoint Signaling with RSVP-TE

to the leaf. We will represent a ERO message as fol-
lows ERO id [R1(1), R2(2), ..., Rn(n)]. ERO represen-
tates that the sent message is of type ERO, id uniquely
identifies the leaf, Rn(n) is the nth router in the path with
a distance n to the root.

• SERO (Secondary Explicit Route Object): This object
signals the secondary branches of a Point-to-Multipoint
tree when is used in a RSVP-TE Path message. Ba-
sically, it is used to specify the rest of the branches
of a tree. To avoid redundant information it is not
necessary to specify all the path from the router to
the desired leaf. Only it must be specified from the
branching node (bifurcation of the path) where begins
the new branch. We will represent a SERO message
as follows SERO id [R1(1), R2(2), ..., Rn(n)]. SERO
representates that the sent message is of type SERO, id
uniquely identifies the leaf, Rn(n) is the nth router in the
path with a distance n to the root.

• RRO (Record Route Object): The RRO object has the
function of allocating QoS constraints for the branch of
the Point-to-Multipoint tree when is sent in a RSVP-
TE Resv message. This object contains the path from
the node (starting by a leaf) to the next node, through
the reverse path of the ERO message received before)
specifying all the routers participating in the LSP with
the distance from the router sending the object to the
leaf. We will represent a SERO message as follows
SERO id [R1(1), R2(2), ..., Rn(n)]. RRO representates
that the sent message is of type RRO, id uniquely
identifies the leaf, Rn(n) is the nth router in the path with
a distance n to the leaf.

• SRRO (Secondary Record Route Object): This object
signals the allocation of QoS constraints for the sec-
ondary branches of a Point-to-Multipoint tree when is
sent on a RSVP-TE Resv message. Basically, it is used
to specify the rest of the branches of a tree that de-
pend on a branching router. With the SERO message,



to avoid redundant information, it is not necessary to
specify all the path from the router to all branches
depending on that node; only it must be specified from
the branching node (bifurcation of the path) where the
new branch begins. We will represent a SRRO message
as follows SRRO id [R1(1), R2(2), ..., Rn(n)]. SRRO
representates that the sent message is of type SRRO, id
uniquely identifies the leaf, Rn(n) is the nth router in the
path with a distance n to the leaf.

An example of the procedure is shown in Fig.3, which has
the same topology as Fig.2 used for illustrating the method
with LDP. Router A is the root of the Point-to-Multipoint
tree and has to send three objects to specify the branches to
the the three leaves C, E and F in a Path message. In this
example, the main branch is the one that contains the rest of
the branches depending on it, so the branches of node E and
F are candidates, Router F is the selected one because a ERO
message is used for it. The branch of leaf C must be specified
with the router B because is the branching node that sustains
it. However, to define the branch of leaf E, the SERO object
only contains the information from the branching node, that in
this case is D. After node B receives the Path message, it sends
two Path messages, one for each branch depending on it. The
Path message to node C just contains an ERO message with
the information of a single hop to it. Nevertheless, the Path
message to D contains two objects one for E and other for F.
Taking into account the message received, node B sets in the
ERO message the information related with F and in the SERO
message the information related with E with the correspondent
information. Finally, node D has two independent branches,
so it sends a Path message per each branch containing a ERO
object indicating that the next hop is the desired leaf.

It must be taken into account that for improving the per-
formance of the Point-to-Multipoint tree, one packet could be
sent to routers E and F if both have configured the same label
for the tree. This can be done allowing upstream routers to
assign labels [6]. In [7] it is explained how to enable this new
feature; basically a router communicates, in a Hello RSVP-TE
message, to their upstream routers that it can allocate labels
from the upstream. The upstream router can try to allocate
the label itself, and that label will be the same for all the
routers in a common media link, usually Gigabit Ethernet.
When multicast traffic is delivered, just one packet will be
enough for all the downstream routers, in our example E and
F.

Once the Point-to-Multipoint tree has been signaled, the
FEC entries must be configured in the nodes, and the reser-
vation of resources specified by the leaves must be done, if
possible. Thus, a Resv message is sent by each one of the
leaves in the tree to its upstream node. In the Fig.3 when
the Resv message arrives from F to D, if the QoS can be
supported, the associated FEC with that tree is created and
an entry is added to the output interface and the allocated
label. After that, when the message from E arrives, the
FEC is already created, so just a new entry is added to the
existing FEC. Node B performs the same actions that node

D when receives the messages from C and D. Finally, all the
information of the created tree is sent to A with the necessary
QoS parameters.

A more detailed explanation can be found in [8].

III. MULTICAST AND MPLS-BASED VPNS

There are two main VPN services being designed at IETF to
work over a MPLS; L3VPN (Layer 3 VPN) supplying a routed
service [9] and L2VPN (Layer 2 VPN) that, if emulates the
full multicast/broadcast capability of an Ethernet segment, is
also called VPLS (Virtual Private LAN Service) [10].

The way they work is conceptually similar, and in the
following most RFC2547 terminology will be employed, al-
though parallel terms have been defined for L2VPN. A simpli-
fied explanation of the way it works follows. The SP network
is made up with a number of LSR (Label Switching Routers),
classified as P (Provider) for core LSRs- and PE (Provider
Edge), for nodes interfacing the CE (Customer Edge) devices.
See Figure 1. If the MPLS network is configured for full mesh
connectivity between PEs, a set of -possibly merging- LSPs are
supposed to have been automatically established from any PE
to any other PE in the network following the shortest paths
with the help of a Label Distribution Protocol. A key idea
of the MPLS concept is that the egress PE for a packet (or
Ethernet frame in the case of L2VPN) is determined by the
label that the ingress PE sets on it, and the forwarding is based
on that outer label all the way to its destination irrespective of
its content. MPLS-based unicast VPN scalability is achieved
by using only these predefined LSPs to traverse the core
irrespective of the VPN the traffic belongs to, while keeping
all VPN-specific forwarding information at the PEs. PEs only
have routing and forwarding information of the VPN for which
at least one site they have directly attached (in the case of
RFC2547 the relevant routing information is filtered by means
of the BGP COMMUNITY attribute associated to a VPN).
To achieve complete inter-VPN isolation, this VPN-specific
forwarding information is stored in virtually separate Routing
and Forwarding tables (VRF) at the PEs. The VRF used to
process an ingress PDU is determined by the VPN serviced
through the incoming interface in the TE. On the other hand,
the VRF to be used to forward and treat the contents of an
MPLS frame is determined by an additional inner label (plus
additional encapsulation information in the case of L2VPN
employed to multiplex different L2 technologies) that was
previously agreed between ingress and egress TE (via iBGP
in the case of RFC2547), and pushed by the ingress TE.

The extension of the existing L3VPN and L2VPN architec-
tures to multicast has been addressed by the respective IETF
working groups in [11] [10] keeping a similar position on
the management of multicast VPN traffic. The main issue
is that, unlike in the unicast VPN, the implementation of
optimal routing from a source to a set of destination PEs
requires per-source per-group per-VPN state in the core (P
routers) to build the required specific distribution tree. That
means another multiplying factor to the already complex of
IP Multicast routing that yields an unbounded number of



forwarding entries in the core. One simple workaround to this
problem commonly used is replicating the ingress frame over
each LSP terminated at each PE serving all other VPN sites. In
the case of a VPLS established with a reduced LSP connection
topology, it is also possible to run an instance of the Spanning
Tree Protocol (STP) per VPLS. In both cases there may be
an important waste of bandwidth due to the above explained
point-to-multipoint functionality of network nodes. However,
they are the only option when there is no multipoint capability
in the core network as can be the case of a pure GMPLS core.

However, an attempt to take advantage of the p2mp func-
tionality is underway at IETF. The pragmatic approach to deal
with the question is designing a number of procedures, that
can be driven by routing protocols or used as Multicast Traffic
Engineering tools according to existing traffic matrices, to
make it possible for an SP to move in the trade-off bandwidth
vs state. IETF defines two types of aggregate multi-VPN trees
to operate with in a more scalable way: Aggregate Inclusive
Tree to refer to a tree that carries all the multicast traffic (all
the groups) of an aggregate of VPNs. This tree includes every
PE that is a member of any of the VPNs in the aggregate,
and hence may uselessly deliver traffic to PEs not in the VPN
sending the packets or do not have group members. Aggregate
Selective Tree to refer to a tree that can be used to carry a set
of one or more multicast groups G belonging to a specified
aggregate of VPNs. This tree should include only the PE
leading to members of the group set G. In this case, only
PEs with members of G from different VPNs to the sender
one would receive wasted traffic. This group-aware (selective)
and membership-aware tree wastes less bandwidth than the
inclusive one.

Aggregate Inclusive Trees are designed to carry most multi-
cast groups, whereas Selective Trees are meant to carry high-
speed multicast flows. What a SP will usually do is a partition
of the VPN set according to the highest-matching topologies
and the number of Aggregate Inclusive Trees it can afford see
next section-, and treat exceptions with Selective Trees. These
exceptions will often be source-rooted and automatically trig-
gered by a bandwidth threshold (e.g. such as in PIM-SM)

A specific problem to be solved with this aggregate ap-
proach is the demultiplexing of traffic belonging to different
VPNs at the egress PEs. In unicast VPNs the question was
solved by regular MPLS downstream binding (the binding
〈FEC, label〉 comes from downstream) conveyed by iBGP.
In multicast VPNs, all downstream leaves should agree on
a common label to identify that VPN flow. Instead, [11] [10]
propose to use upstream bindings [6] originated by the ingress
PE and assigned via iBGP. Since different ingress PEs may
suggest the same label, it is necessary to keep a different label
space for each tree. Hence, Penultimate Hop Popping must be
disabled, as the egress PE needs to identify firstly the tree that
the MPLS frame has used upon the outer label and, secondly,
the VRF to which the packet belongs with the inner label.

In a different dimension, it is possible to set up and use a
mesh of source-rooted trees (like PIM-SSM does) or shared
tree (like PIM-SM does). In the former case, the source tree is

Fig. 5. Point-to-Multipoint Signaling with LDP and PIM-SSM

used to carry traffic for the multicast VRFs that exist locally on
the root of the tree. i.e. the root must be a PE. In the latter case,
all the leaf PEs send to the root P or PE their multicast traffic
through a tunnel terminated at the root and the root pops the
outer label, checks the inner label previously assigned by the
ingress PE for a given VPN-group and according to it swaps
to the inner label assigned to that tree by the root and puts a
second label to forward the traffic down the distribution tree
(see Fig.4). RSVP-TE is the usual p2mp signalling protocol
(PIM-SM, PIM-SSM or PIM-BIDIR can also drive LSP set
up in L3VPNs).

IV. CHALLENGES IN MULTICAST GMPLS NETWORKS

In this section we explain different challenges that are yet
to be solved in relation with Multicast in MPLS and GMPLS
networks.

A. IP Multicast Trees mapping in Point-to-Multipoint GMPLS
Trees

In section II, we have explained how Point-to-Multipoint
trees in MPLS networks can be built. Although the Point-to-
Multipoint mechanisms defined with LDP and RSVP-TE build
the Multicast trees, there are some additional tasks that have
to be done to distribute the Multicast traffic.

If LDP [3] is used, it is necessary that the leaves know
the source ingress router of the Multicast flow associated with
the tree that is to be built and the identifier of the tree. This
information is not initially known, so a mechanism has to be
defined to provide it.

If Protocol Independent Multicast Source specific Sparse
Mode (PIM-SSM) is being used at the IP level, we could think
on a scheme similar to the one shown in Fig.5. In PIM-SSM,
the IP address of the source in a Multicast group is known
by the leaves. Due to the fact that this address is known, a
leaf can reach the root of the Multicast group in the MPLS
network sending Join messages through the shortest path to
the IP address of the source in the group. If a Join message



Fig. 4. Aggregated Multicast Tree example

also creates a FEC in a router, the only issue pending is the
distribution of the labels. This can be done using LDP [3] if the
signaling is performed between the same routers that the Join
messages at the IP stack. If a leaf wants to leave the Multicast
group, it can send a Prune message to its upstream router and
its correspondent entry in the FEC of the upstream router can
be removed. With this method, the same tree is built at IP
level and MPLS level and the maintenance of the tree at both
levels can be done using only the signaling associated with
the PIM-SSM protocol, reducing the exchange of signaling
and minimizing the used bandwidth. More details related with
this approach can be found in [12].

However, if PIM-SSM is not used this technique can not be
used. Protocol Independent Sparse Mode (PIM-SM) is quite
common in IP networks, and all the routers in the network
should know the RP point associated to a Multicast group
(roots and leaves). Thus, some type of signaling mechanism
could be specified considering the RP. All the leaves of a group
could do the same mechanism explained before but with the
objective of reaching the RP and not the root of the Multicast
group. After that, the RP could finish the building of the tree
between them and the root.

The mechanism associated with the protocol RSVP-TE
explained in II-B has a very similar problem. The root of the
Point-to-Multipoint tree must know the leaves of the tree to
create the Path message with the necessary ERO and SEROs
messages needed to specify all the branches of the tree to

be able to reach the leaves. So, it is a mechanism to inform
the root of the leaves of the tree is required. Basically, it is
necessary to map the leaves of a IP Multicast group with their
root at the MPLS domain. Using PIM-SM, it seems that the
RP should be the intermediary to enable the desired mapping.

B. Constrained Routing in not fully capable Optical Switching
Networks

To deploy light Point-to-Multipoint trees, it is necessary that
switches can duplicate the signal to several interfaces and this
action will decrease the power of the light signal if we avoid,
as it is desirable, the optoelectronical conversion. Depending
on the branches of a Multicast tree, the energy will be enough
or not to receive the signal in the leaves, so this should be
taken into account when a Multicast tree is built, information
about this topic can be found in [13].

Furthermore, the cost of the necessary equipment could be
too expensive. To decrease the costs, we could have only
a subset of Multicast capable switches in the network. This
fact implies maintaining a Multicast routing table considering
only the Multicast capable routers and taking into account
that intermediary non-capable Multicast routers should be also
configured to establish the desired tree.

C. Traffic aggregation of Multicast Traffic in GMPLS networks

Another problem associated with Multicast flows is the
traffic aggregation of this type of traffic in GMPLS networks.
The addressing space in MPLS networks is smaller than in IP



Fig. 6. Multicast Tree in the Abilene Network

networks, so it is necessary to aggregate different flows in a
LSP. This action is done reasonably with Point-to-Point LSPs
because we can apply CIDR to the destination IP addres of
the packets in the ingress routers of a MPLS network and a
single LSP can be used for all the packets with the same CIDR.
Nevertheless, this procedure can not be applied to Multicast
addresses due to the fact they haven’t got any topological
meaning and don’t define the localization of the components
of a Multicast group.

Taking into account that LDP uses a distributed approach
to build a Point-to-Multipoint tree and RSVP-TE uses a
centralized approach defining explicitly the tree, the trees built
with RSVP-TE are more suitable to perform Multicast traffic
aggregation. This last statement can be justified considering
that the root of a Multicast tree knows all the leaves pending
from it, so if a new Multicast flow must be distributed by the
root and has the same destination that a previous flow, they
can share the same Point-to-Multipoint MPLS tree to reach
the same leaves.

Furthermore, the problem is worse in a GMPLS network.
Considering that is specially oriented to optical switching
in high-performance networks based on DWDM, and that
a subset of the available lambdas can be used to transport
Multicast traffic, these wavelengths will no be enough to
support all the trees if we have a poor aggregation. Thus,
the Multicast wavelengths should be shared by all the trees in
the network. This constraint invites to support Optical Burst
Switching (OBS) to share the lambdas between all the trees,
increasing the complexity of the network. More information
can be found in [14] where to perform the signaling of OBS,
GMPLS could be used.

V. MULTICAST TE

In a VPN environment, usually a full-mesh configuration is
created to connect the difffsites in a VPN. With this scheme the
shortest path is used to interconnect the different site if there
are not TE constraints. But, taking into account Broadcast
and Multicast traffic in L2VPNs and the distribution of IP
Multicast traffic in L2VPNs, Point-to-Multipoint trees seem
to be a solution to decrease the bandwidth in the core of a
network.

For instance, if we consider the Abilene Network topology
(Fig.6) with several L2VPNs, if one of the nodes of the

network is selected as RP for the Multicast traffic of the
VPN, a reduction in the bandwidth used in the network can
be obtained. If we want to distribute a Multicast traffic to a
VPN attached in all the routers of the Abilene network and
the traffic is generated from New York, a 30*flow velocity
bandwidth (the addition of the consumed bandwidth in the
links to reach all the destinations) is used to distribute the
traffic in a full-mesh topology (a copy of the Multicast traffic
must be distributed in each Point-to-Point connection of the
full-mesh virtual topology). On the other hand, if the Kansas
node is used as RP for the Multicast traffic of the VPNs, it
is enough with a 11*flow velocity bandwidth to distribute the
Multicast traffic (and Broadcast); considering the tunnel from
the source node to the RP and the traffic distributed by the
tree. So, a 30 per cent of the Broadcast and Multicast Traffic
can be saved. The price paid for this bandwidth saving is to
increase the forwarding state in the routers: 1 FEC with 3
entries in Kansas, 1 FEC in Denver with two entries and 1 FEC
in Houston, Indianapolis, Chicago, New York, SunnyVile and
Atlanta with 1 entry. Thus, we can see the benefits of Point-to-
Multipoint trees in a MPLS network. But, it must be taken into
account that there is a trade-off between bandwidth reduction
and forwarding state allocation in the nodes of the network.
This trade-off is studied in [15] and [16].

1) Multicast VPNs TE: In this section we are going to
see how Point-to-Multipoint LSPs can be used to do Traffic
Engineering. Basically, we have to know the trade-off between
bandwidth consumed in shared Point-to-Multipoint trees by
different VPNs. The aggregation reduces the forwarding en-
tries in the routers but increase the bandwidth in the network
in the links between the Providers and the Provider Edges.

We are going to do a simple analysis of bandwidth and
forwarding states in a MPLS network. A simple scenario is
shown in Fig.4. We have several PEs that are connected to the
core network through several Providers. The distance from
the root provider of the different VPNs to the leafs providers
depends on the diameter of the network. In the figure, for
simplicity, it is represented a tree of depth two. Furthermore,
taking into account that Providers usually have at least two
neighbors to obtain redundancy in case of failure, and three
neighbors is a quite often situation in the core of the networks,
we can consider that the multicast tree can be a binary tree as
the once shown in the figure. Finally, many Provider Edge
routers are connected to the core of the network, and the
Customer Edges of the different VPNs are connected to them.

If we consider an arbitrary depth from the root to the
Provider routers and we have K VPNs with M sites, each
one attached to the N provider Edges which can be reached
using a binary tree, and the bandwidth of the VPNs is the
same and it is normalized to one, we can calculate that the
theoretical bandwidth consumed by all the VPNs will be for
Point-to-Point LSPs:

K ∗ M ∗ (log2 (N) + 1)

If multicast trees are used per each VPN the bandwidth



needed will be:

K ∗

log2(N)∑
i=0

2i + log2 (N) + M


This bandwidth is less than the bandwidth used by Point-to-

Point LSPs. However, the cost of building Point-to-Multipoint
LSPs is to introduce new forwarding states in the routers that
will be 2 ∗ K for all the routers in the core of the network
except for the Providers which have connected many Provider
Edges which will have K ∗ M ; this kind of Providers are the
bottleneck routers.

If we want to reduce the forwarding entries we can share
Point-to-Multipoint LSPs with different VPNs, however if a
VPN hasn’t got a site in a PE where other VPN has other site,
some bandwidth will be wasted due to the fact that part of the
traffic shouldn’t be forwarded to some PEs. The bandwidth
consumed will be:

K ∗

log2(N)∑
i=0

2i + log2 (N) + Z


Where Z is all the PEs that are connected in the shared

Point-to-Multipoint MPLS tree, and it will be the set of PEs
that are necessary to reach all the sites of the VPNs which are
using the thee. For simplicity, we suppose that all the shared
trees will have the same number of PEs connected, but will
depend on how the trees are aggregated.

With this new scenario, the bottleneck Providers will sup-
port W ∗R forwarding states where W is the number of shared
trees used and R the number of PEs that are supported by them.

In order to check the benefits of using shared trees, we
have performed a simulation of a network where we have 100
VPNs, the number of Provider Edges that are leaves is 8 and 20
PEs per Provider. We have aggregated the VPNs randomly to
the shared Point-to-Multipoint trees and we have considered
different number of sites attached to each PE; a parameter
”density of sites” has been defined and means the percentage
of PEs which have a site of a VPN attached in them. It is
supposed that all the VPNs have the same density.

The obtained results are shown in Fig.7. We can see the
bandwidth consumed by shared trees in Fig.7.a. In blue it is
represented the bandwidth consumed, from 1% to a 100%
of shared trees per VPN. In red the bandwidth consumed
by Point-to-Point LSPs is represented, showing the values
for different density of sites. We can see how aggregating
VPNs increase the bandwidth and how the minimal bandwidth
consumed is when a Point-to-Multipoint tree per VPN is used.
This benefit is less significative as the density of sites increases
because the probability of finding different VPNs in the same
PE increases; so the wasted bandwidth decreases. Thus, when
VPNs have more PEs in common, less trees are needed. Of
course, only one shared tree is needed if all the VPNs have
the same PEs (density of sites=1).

The intersection between the bandwidth consumed by Point-
to-Point LSPs (red lines) and bandwidth consumed by Point-
to-Multipoint LSPs (blue lines) with the same density of

sites gives the minimun percentage of trees to improve the
bandwidth in the network considering that the traffic is moved
from the core Network to the PEs. For instance for density
of sites=2 this point is near to a 30% of trees in relation
with the number of VPNs. Nevertheless, this point is not
the optimal because the cost of forwarding entries in the
routers of the nework must be considered. The entries for
the bottlenecked routers are shown in Fig.7.b. If the number
of VPNs is very large and the Provider routers have many
Providers Edges connected to them, it could be a restriction
to the maximum number of shared Point-to-Multipoint trees
that can be supported in the network, and we should check
that the bandwidth consumed is less than with Point-to-Point
LSPs.

In conclusion, we have shown the benefits of shared Multi-
cast MPLS trees and the trade-off with forwarding entries in
the routers. Notice also that in our simulations the aggregation
of VPNs have been done randomly, a more intelligent aggrega-
tion of VPNs trying to maximize the number of common PEs
would achieve less bandwidth consumption using the same
number of trees that the random aggregation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This article has reviewed the current technical challenges
behind the deployment of scalable multicast VPN service over
an IP-MPLS multiservice network. Some of the techniques
under study have been described and a simple method to
estimate an upper bound to the number of shared trees to
serve a number of VPNs at a given forwarding cost has been
outlined.

Many issues remain open. Today the allocation of a given
VPN to a shared tree is performed by hand by setting the same
root for VPN multicast trees that hold many common leaves
(PEs). Intelligent engineering of multicast traffic is required
to carry out automatically this process and the next years will
probably bring research results on methods and software tools
to cover this need.

Multi-domain MPLS VPN interconnection and traffic en-
gineering is another major challenge, especially what regards
to L2VPNs. Although LDP seems to be a simpler option for
L2VPN than the MBGP implementation because it extends the
MPLS to the CE, LDP lacks the ability of BGP for inter-AS
VPN communication [17].

Finally, the adaptation to the implementation specifics of the
future optical multipoint capable optical switches and after
that, to the delivery of multipoint LOBS (Labeled Optical
Burst Switching) capabilities, is another area of future re-
search. Multipoint Capable switches and available number of
lambdas to construct light trees will drive the distribution
of VPNs bundles to trees. These topics are currently being
addressed in the context of the IST e-Photon/One project.
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Fig. 7. Bandwidth and Forwarding used in a Multicast Enabled MPLS Network
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